MONSTER art dice

Make this dice for monster drawing fun!

Instructions:
1. Print out this page.
2. Cut out the pattern on the solid line.
3. Fold the dashed lines so that a cube starts to form.
4. Put glue or tape on the tabs to keep box together.
5. Draw the shape of your monster. Then roll your art dice and draw what you land on. Keep rolling until you are satisfied with your monster!
MONSTER art dice

Games and ideas for using your dice!

Use monster dice to design a puppet!

Cut out monster parts and roll your dice to choose what to add to your monster!

Combine your monster dice with a numbered dice! Roll your monster dice for the part to draw and roll a numbered dice to determine how many parts to draw.

Create your own custom art dice and add them to the mix!

Create your own dice with this template

Color dice
Pattern dice
Shape dice
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